
The focus of this column is using a professional or career portfolio
as a supportive tool in the interview to gain an advantage over
other candidates for a good position.

I would like to start this column off with an open invitation to those
NaSPA members or Technical Support Magazine subscribers who are
hiring managers to respond to these ideas that are presented in this
month’s column. My perspective on this topic is based on the experi-
ences of the graduates of Bryant & Stratton College and comments by
managers from the companies that have hired them.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF A
PROFESSIONAL/CAREER PORTFOLIO?

When people hear the word Portfolio, they may think of those in
entertainment, modeling or the fields of marketing/advertising. A
portfolio is tangible or visible evidence of your capabilities or accom-
plishments. Some academic institutions promote Academic or
Educational portfolios for their graduating seniors. Bryant & Stratton
College requires it for all students graduating from the Associates
degree program.

The portfolio is comprised of hard copies of the student’s educa-
tional projects, awards/recognition, letters of recommendation from
faculty and/or employers, commendations from employers/volunteer
organizations and materials from their required internships/jobs or
volunteer experiences.

The primary focus of this supportive tool is to show a prospective
employer what you can do; not just tell them. The students at Bryant &
Stratton are coached and they receive practice time to use this item in
two required classes, Career Management and Internship. In fact, they
are expected to use the portfolio to assist them in securing their
Internships. Internships are not selected for the students; they must
achieve this on their own. The Career Services department does assist
them, but it is still up to them to obtain one. A potential supervisor can
still say “No”. Internships in all majors are at a premium, but IT
internships are even more difficult to secure. These students need an
advantage over the competition from other colleges in the area and
sometimes from all over the country. Their situation is comparable to
any professional seeking employment in a tight market.

WHAT DOES THE PORTFOLIO LOOK LIKE?

There are two schools of thought with the portfolio: Electronic or
Hardcopy. There are advantages and disadvantages to either form in a

single base format. I would suggest primarily hard copy with electronic
display capability (disk/pen drive) for the appropriate items.

Let’s start with the basics. Firstly, if any readers will be attending
NaSTEC 18.1 in October, I will be bringing an example with me to the
Career Roundtable discussion so attendees can view one.

PORTFOLIO CASE

This case can range from a high quality vinyl/leather 3-ring binder
type (with metal tipped corners) to a leather attaché case type with a
three ring binder component. The cost can range from less than $10.00
to over $60.00. These cases can be found at specialty leather stores or
more commonly Office Depot or Office Max. Yes, our students have
even found good quality portfolios at Wal-Mart!

SETUP AND LOGISTICS

The number one rule to remember is quality over quantity. I would
rather see 6-8 top quality items instead of 20 average or mediocre
items. You want to stick out from your competition for this job as
quickly and succinctly as possible. These items must “jump off” the
page in their uniqueness.

Have all items logically arranged in an order that is useful for you to
use and refer to during the interview. An effective Table of Contents
will assist you in this area. If the hiring manager sees the table of con-
tents, he or she will also get a good idea of your materials.

Also, develop a tab system that will allow you to refer to specific
items that are relevant to the topic or question that you are addressing
during the interview. Again, you are showing them what you can do;
not just telling them. In addition, you are generally viewing your port-
folio upside down if you are across the desk from the interviewer. You
have to have a system where you can go to where you want to go in a
seamless effort.

Place all of your portfolio items in non-glare sheet protectors to
preserve the cleanliness of the items. Most of these extend the
papers; make sure that the tab sheets extend also and go past the
items for easy reference.

What do I do with that 60-page document of code that I
have for a very successful project?

You have that document as one in the same page protector. If the hir-
ing manager wants to see it all, simply take it out. Make sure that you
have the result as a portfolio item also, again, hard copy or electronic.
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You need to select portfolio case that has these features; area for
spare resumes, reference list, note pad/pen, your personal business
cards, back up disks(s) and a spot for select, collected business cards.

ASSEMBLING AN EFFECTIVE SUPPORTIVE TOOL

This tool must contain important elements to be useful and pleasing to
the eye of the intended reader. One college in Wisconsin (Alverno
College) is the only other school that I am aware of that uses the Portfolio
concepts for student and graduates. They promote the electronic version.
I still prefer the hard copy with electronic support. The biggest factor is
the control of what the interviewer sees and when in the interview they see
it. I remind our students at Bryant & Stratton College to maintain control
of this item at all times during the interview. If you merely provide an
electronic version, you have relinquished all or most of the control.

The essential contents of the portfolio need to be items that represent:

� Communication Skills
� Critical/Creative/Autonomous Thinking Abilities
� Computer/Multimedia Competencies
� A Track Record of Teamwork Success
� Character Development
� Systems thinking
� Problem Solving Skills

Aspects of an appealing portfolio include:

� Portfolio is clean and unmarked
� Contains a Table of Contents and the tab system is functional
� Material is logically laid out, clean and clearly displays intent

or purpose
� There is an effective blend of text, graphs/charts, use of color

and graphics

You as the presenter must be able to clearly describe and support the
contents of your portfolio.

BECOME COMFORTABLE USING THIS “VISUAL AID”

We have all heard the old line; “practice makes perfect”. Practice using
the material, again, find an interview friend who can be objective. If you
cannot make the connection to an item, leave it out. This material will
make the interview process smoother and will help you fill in any “gaps”.

Going to specific items in the portfolio when you are answering
technical questions or open-ended questions must be smooth and
become “second nature”.

I cannot display proprietary information.What if they ask
to copy some of my detailed work?

Certain aspects of proprietary information must be deleted for eth-
ical and legal reasons. Most people can find ways of eliminating it
without losing the essence of the material. As for request for copies
(this is why you do not merely send an electronic version), use your
own judgment. I only confronted a client once as a recruiter in the
‘90’s when they asked an engineering candidate for a detailed pro-
posal as to how she would set up a particular system. This was after
the first interview, not an offer stage. I recommended that she not
proceed as I was concerned about that client’ motives. Do not “give

away the store”. You need to gauge how serious this company is
about hiring you. If you feel it will benefit you, just give them
enough to show your capabilities.

Any readers of this column who are entry level or new college graduates
should be including class or internship projects, awards or recognition
from your school, memberships/involvement in student activities and most
importantly, evaluations from internships or co-ops.

THE ULTIMATE GOAL

You want to stand out from the rest of your competition for those
good jobs. This encompasses a job with another organization or a pro-
motion within your current employer. The record of accomplishment of
the students at the Milwaukee campus at Bryant & Stratton speaks for
itself. We had one of our IT graduates interview at S.C. Johnson Wax
in Racine, WI. He was competing with new graduates from all over the
Midwest (both Associate and Bachelor’s levels). He was in what I refer
to as mass interviews, the “cattle call” environment. Michael was the
only candidate (as he could tell) who brought a portfolio. As he was
passed along to each interviewer during the daylong process, each
person commented positively on the uniqueness of this item. Not only
did he get the position; but also he received the offer after only one
interview! One of our August graduates also received his offer after
only one interview using this tool. Both received the comments that
they did not need to come back for a customary second interview. The
hiring managers knew enough about them to make the offer. Juwan also
negotiated a salary $3,000.00 over what they typically start new hires
at for his position!

The majority of the responses and opinions that I receive from the
Bryant & Stratton graduates and employers are overwhelmingly posi-
tive. Very few people use this technique or use it effectively.

Whether we are in a tight market or as many predictors indicate a
return to a job growth market, competition for the better jobs with the
good employers will always be an issue. Only those candidates who
can effectively show the hiring manager what their abilities and capa-
bilities are will get those jobs.  

Kathy Bornheimer is the owner of K.B. & Associates.
and is the author of The Street Smart Approach
to Job Search. She also provides Career Services
and manages the Internship program for the
Continuing Education division at Br yant &
Stratton College. She has over 20 years experi-

ence in recruitment and career coaching.
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